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When it became clear that we would not be able to run summer camp this year,
the Board of Directors decided to shift focus and use this as an opportunity to
keep developing infrastructure for year-round camp. Ron Weber and Luke Frey
spent most of the months May to October at camp supervising work projects
assisted by volunteers and former campers. A new water system was installed, a
900-foot trench was dug and electrical, water, fiber optic and phone lines were
buried to connect these services to our multi-purpose building. We built a service
road and cleared the site for the new shower house and are in the process of
finalizing the engineered drawings for the weeping bed. We are currently pricing
costs to have Hydro One as our power source and are comparing it to other
options.

Next steps in our journey towards year-round camp:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Decide on a reliable power source
Upgrade the road
Build new shower and laundry facility
Install weeping bed
Facility upgrade in Main Lodge
Finish interior of the multipurpose building
Install heating sources
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Colin Weber
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Executive Director

Thank you, Don Weber, for serving on the Board of Directors from Feb 21, 2006
to Sept 16, 2020 and as chairperson since Nov 23, 2009. You will be missed!

Ron Weber

We are pleased to announce that Colin Weber has joined our Board of
Directors. We are looking forward to having your expertise on the team.

Program Director

Welcome, Colin!

Luke Frey

Founders
Cindy and Ron Weber

Your ongoing financial support is greatly appreciated. Donations
can be made by mailing them to the address below or by
following the donate button on our website.

CRANE LAKE DISCOVERY CAMP
PHONE: 519-465-4642
ADDRESS: PO BOX 354, Elmira, ON N3B 2Z7
EMAIL: info@cranelakediscoverycamp.org
WEB: www.cranelakediscoverycamp.org
Like us on Facebook!

Ref lections on Camp 2020
Change brings unexpected opportunities! Our 2020 season at camp was full
of them. The Board decided that we would not run summer program as planned
because of the pandemic restrictions. This was a painful reality and we grieved
the loss of the program we had envisioned. However, this loss allowed for other
connections with many former campers spending time at camp volunteering
with projects happening there. It was a very special time of reflection for them
as they looked back on their time at camp and the impact camp had on their
lives. Camp was also able to facilitate several youth groups who assisted with big
projects. Their energy and enthusiasm propelled the work forward at an amazing
pace! The staff that had planned to be at camp for the summer spent several
weekends at camp, pouring concrete, landscaping, cutting firewood and built
a boardwalk on the trail to the campsite. Thank you to all who helped out this
year! As 2020 draws to a close, we reflect on the year that was, and look ahead
to our goal of a year-round program at camp. We are thankful that in the midst
of the unknown and unexpected, we can trust God’s faithfulness and anticipate
his direction.

— Cindy and Ron Weber

Ref lections
by former
campers and
visitors to camp

day. I caught an 18” bass. That was
cool! We delivered a lot of firewood.
The cooks made a restaurant out of
chuck wagon and called it the CLDC
Diner. I don’t have enough space to
talk about it but it was amazing!

—Kaden

My favorite things about CLDC are
the people, the wildlife, fishing and
swimming. Firstly, I love the people
because they are so fun to play with
even if I always get crushed. Secondly,
I love the wildlife because it is so
cool to find snakes and salamanders
and get a close look at them. Next,
I love fishing because it is so cool
to reel them in and eat them. Lastly,
I like swimming because the water
trampoline is fun to play on.

—Carson
I love fishing because it’s all about
patience and catching fish.

—Darius
My favorite part about Crane Lake
Discovery Camp is when I caught my
first fish. I also liked when we went
to campsite because I liked being
around the campfire and catching
salamanders.

At Crane Lake Discovery Camp, I
liked swimming, fishing, the food and
sleeping.

Things I enjoy about Crane Lake
Discovery Camp:
• Fishing, because I caught lots
of fish
• Property, because there’s work
to do
• The people, because they are fun
to be around
• Swimming, because we played tag
• Snakes, because I saw a lot of
new snakes
• Games, because I learned a
new game
It was my first time here and I had
a great time.

—Lilly

—Lincoln

—Judson
Crane Lake Discovery Camp is fun.
Everything is fun. Swimming, playing
with friends.

—Layla

I love Crane Lake Discovery Camp
because there is so much to do, you
never get bored. Also, you can come
with people but you can do different
things while being in the same place
at the same time. For example, you
could be swimming while another
person is fishing but you can still
be talking to one another. When
we sleep at campsite we go back
into the woods, find the campsite,
have a campfire, play games, catch
salamanders and sleep under bug
nets. At camp you also work hard and
learn to help each other. I love Crane
Lake Discovery Camp.

—Tessa

The thing I like about camp is the
people. The people at camp listen
when you need someone to listen and
are overall cool people to be around.

—Andrew
What I love about Crane Lake
Discovery Camp is that it is a home
away from home for so many people.
It is a place of growth, fresh air, fun
and community. It prepares the people
involved for the adventures of life
ahead.

—Abby
Crane Lake Discovery Camp to
me means thousands of childhood
memories, connecting with family
on summer days or Thanks-giving
weekend. I love the smells and
sounds of the forest, dam and falls.
CLDC is one of my favorite places
to be! Spending time with the
cousins making forts, doing singing
and dancing competitions, working
together, swimming, fishing and
playing board games. Hiking back to
campsite is always an adventure. I am
extremely grateful for the people I’ve
met because of CLDC.

—Shania

Crane Lake Discovery Camp to me
means a get away from normal life
and working with Ron on chores
around camp. Going back to campsite
is a very nice time because I feel like
I am getting back to a quieter place
where I can relax and do chores. I love
getting to know knew people to me
and connecting with them. Canoeing,
fishing and going to Paul’s Lake my
top three favorites. I love when in late
October we go for a Polar Plunge.
CLDC is an all-time favorite place of
mine.

—Johnathon
When I came to camp I swam with
Chief Luke and Chief Taylor. When
Kaden came we put spindles in the
cook tent and after lunch we put
new railing on the Paul’s Lake dock
and swam. After supper we had
camp fire with s’mores and slept at
campsite. During my time at camp
we hauled wood, fished, built shelves
and enjoyed a dinner of burgers,
milkshakes and poutine at the CLDC
Diner. The cooks did a great job!
Everything was so much fun!

—Delmar
Coming back to Crane Lake Discovery
Camp I felt nostalgia but I want to talk
about what happened this time. After
doing some work at campsite we went
to Paul’s Lake. The first jump in felt
amazing, I won’t talk about every time
we swam but just know we did it every

Crane Lake Discovery Camp is a place
where I make people smile and laugh.
I also learned a lot of skills on how to
treat people with respect and how to
deal with problems, like when people
get mad or upset. I also know how to
survive on my own if I ever was on my
own; how to make meals and live in
the wild. If you have a good idea, say
it out loud, plan it and do it.

—Dawson
Crane Lake Discovery Camp is a little
bit of heaven away from pretty much
hell. Back home people don’t care
enough to get to know me or know
my story. At camp, Chiefs are patient
and help you process life. I grew
relationships with people I would not
have otherwise met. There is also very
good food.

—Andrew
Crane Lake Discovery Camp means
many things to the numerous people
who have a part in this gift of a
program; but to me, camp primarily
means community and opportunity.
The heart of camp is community. A
network of people is engaged to keep
things running as smooth as possible
and provide a uniquely involved
support group for those who would
benefit from such care. I am very
thankful to be able to interact with
patient, helpful and compassionate
people who I look up to as role
models. Camp itself is an opportunity
to not exactly escape the problems at
home, but take a break and learn to
deal with the tribulations of life away
from camp. Camp is the opportunity
to spend time in the calming beauty
of nature, and to learn the skills
required to work with others during
sub ideal situations. I am very glad to
be part of this meaningful program
and community this camp presents.

—Daniel

